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QUESTION 1

A company wants to collect and process events data from different departments in near-real time. Before storing the
data in Amazon S3, the company needs to clean the data by standardizing the format of the address and timestamp
columns. The data varies in size based on the overall load at each particular point in time. A single data record can be
100 KB-10 MB. 

How should a data analytics specialist design the solution for data ingestion? 

A. Use Amazon Kinesis Data Streams. Configure a stream for the raw data. Use a Kinesis Agent to write data to the
stream. Create an Amazon Kinesis Data Analytics application that reads data from the raw stream, cleanses it, and
stores the output to Amazon S3. 

B. Use Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose. Configure a Firehose delivery stream with a preprocessing AWS Lambda
function for data cleansing. Use a Kinesis Agent to write data to the delivery stream. Configure Kinesis Data Firehose to
deliver the data to Amazon S3. 

C. Use Amazon Managed Streaming for Apache Kafka. Configure a topic for the raw data. Use a Kafka producer to
write data to the topic. Create an application on Amazon EC2 that reads data from the topic by using the Apache Kafka
consumer API, cleanses the data, and writes to Amazon S3. 

D. Use Amazon Simple Queue Service (Amazon SQS). Configure an AWS Lambda function to read events from the
SQS queue and upload the events to Amazon S3. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A data analyst is designing a solution to interactively query datasets with SQL using a JDBC connection. Users will join
data stored in Amazon S3 in Apache ORC format with data stored in Amazon OpenSearch Service (Amazon
Elasticsearch Service) and Amazon Aurora MySQL. 

Which solution will provide the MOST up-to-date results? 

A. Use AWS Glue jobs to ETL data from Amazon ES and Aurora MySQL to Amazon S3. Query the data with Amazon
Athena. 

B. Use Amazon DMS to stream data from Amazon ES and Aurora MySQL to Amazon Redshift. Query the data with
Amazon Redshift. 

C. Query all the datasets in place with Apache Spark SQL running on an AWS Glue developer endpoint. 

D. Query all the datasets in place with Apache Presto running on Amazon EMR. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A company uses the Amazon Kinesis SDK to write data to Kinesis Data Streams. Compliance requirements state that
the data must be encrypted at rest using a key that can be rotated. The company wants to meet this encryption
requirement with minimal coding effort. 
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How can these requirements be met? 

A. Create a customer master key (CMK) in AWS KMS. Assign the CMK an alias. Use the AWS Encryption SDK,
providing it with the key alias to encrypt and decrypt the data. 

B. Create a customer master key (CMK) in AWS KMS. Assign the CMK an alias. Enable server-side encryption on the
Kinesis data stream using the CMK alias as the KMS master key. 

C. Create a customer master key (CMK) in AWS KMS. Create an AWS Lambda function to encrypt and decrypt the
data. Set the KMS key ID in the function\\'s environment variables. 

D. Enable server-side encryption on the Kinesis data stream using the default KMS key for Kinesis Data Streams. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/kinesis/data-streams/faqs/ 

 

QUESTION 4

A US-based sneaker retail company launched its global website. All the transaction data is stored in Amazon RDS and
curated historic transaction data is stored in Amazon Redshift in the us-east-1 Region. The business intelligence (BI)
team wants to enhance the user experience by providing a dashboard for sneaker trends. 

The BI team decides to use Amazon QuickSight to render the website dashboards. During development, a team in
Japan provisioned Amazon QuickSight in ap-northeast-1. The team is having difficulty connecting Amazon QuickSight
from ap-northeast-1 to Amazon Redshift in us-east-1. 

Which solution will solve this issue and meet the requirements? 

A. In the Amazon Redshift console, choose to configure cross-Region snapshots and set the destination Region as ap-
northeast-1. Restore the Amazon Redshift Cluster from the snapshot and connect to Amazon QuickSight launched in
apnortheast-1. 

B. Create a VPC endpoint from the Amazon QuickSight VPC to the Amazon Redshift VPC so Amazon QuickSight can
access data from Amazon Redshift. 

C. Create an Amazon Redshift endpoint connection string with Region information in the string and use this connection
string in Amazon QuickSight to connect to Amazon Redshift. 

D. Create a new security group for Amazon Redshift in us-east-1 with an inbound rule authorizing access from the
appropriate IP address range for the Amazon QuickSight servers in ap-northeast-1. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

An ecommerce company is migrating its business intelligence environment from on premises to the AWS Cloud. The
company will use Amazon Redshift in a public subnet and Amazon QuickSight. The tables already are loaded into
Amazon Redshift and can be accessed by a SQL tool. 

The company starts QuickSight for the first time. During the creation of the data source, a data analytics specialist
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enters all the information and tries to validate the connection. An error with the following message occurs: "Creating a
connection to your data source timed out." 

How should the data analytics specialist resolve this error? 

A. Grant the SELECT permission on Amazon Redshift tables. 

B. Add the QuickSight IP address range into the Amazon Redshift security group. 

C. Create an IAM role for QuickSight to access Amazon Redshift. 

D. Use a QuickSight admin user for creating the dataset. 

Correct Answer: A 

Connection to the database times out Your client connection to the database appears to hang or time out when running
long queries, such as a COPY command. In this case, you might observe that the Amazon Redshift console displays
that the query has completed, but the client tool itself still appears to be running the query. The results of the query
might be missing or incomplete depending on when the connection stopped. 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/redshift/latest/dg/queries-troubleshooting.html 
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